A FOUR YEAR SUMMARY REPORT FOR MARSHALL

The Active Layer Network
A collaborative project between the US Geological Survey, Yukon River InterTribal Watershed Council, and Yukon River Basin communities

Introduction
The Active Layer Network (ALN) was launched in 2009 as a
cooperative project between the United States Geological Survey
(USGS), the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council (YRITWC),
and Yukon River Basin (YRB) communities. The active layer is the
soil above the permanently frozen ground that thaws during the summer
months and freezes again in the autumn. By measuring the depth of the
active layer in late summer, at the time of maximum thaw over several
years, we are able to better understand the effects of a warming climate
on permafrost. Over the 2009 and 2010 field seasons twenty ALN sites
were installed across the YRB.

Active Layer: layer of soil
above the permafrost that
freezes and thaws with the
seasons.

Permafrost: soil that
has been frozen for
two or more years.
Problem and Need

Location of ALN sites across the YRB

Talik: year
round unfrozen
ground in
permafrost
areas.

Numerous studies indicate that permafrost is thawing and the active layer is deepening. Permafrost
thaw will likely lead to changes in groundwater flows and the quantity and quality of the rivers,
streams, and lakes in the YRB. Additionally, changes in the thickness of the active layer may have
profound effects on human infrastructure such as houses, sewage lagoons, and water systems.

"Drunken Houses" that are falling over due to permafrost thaw

Previous Work
Faculty at the University of Alaska – Fairbanks (UAF) pioneered permafrost and active layer network studies in Alaska through the development of
the global Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring Program (CALM). The primary goal of CALM is to observe the response of the active layer and
near surface permafrost to climate change over long (multi-decadal) time scales. The data collected as part of the ALN is submitted to the CALM
program and available online at http://www.gwu.edu/~calm/.

Methods
Site Locations
The location of ALN sites was based on several factors. First, locations were chosen based on the
presence of generally continuous permafrost at a depth that can be measured manually with a
calibrated rod. Second, distribution of sites within the YRB must represent the wide range of regions
and land cover found in the YRB such us upland, lowland, un-forested, and forested areas. Third, the
site must be available for community involvement. The specific location of each site within the
chosen regions was selected through community participation using community member’s local
knowledge of permafrost distribution and depth.
Design
The general project design for the ALN follows the design of other CALM projects. All sites consist of
50 meter by 50 meter grids. The depth of the active layer is measured each year at these grid locations.
Measurements are taken every 5 meters for a total of 100 measurements. Measurements are made with
a calibrated 1.1 meter steel metal rod with a blunt tip and a T-handle grip. The rod is pushed into the
active layer until it makes contact with the permafrost. The depth is then measured and recorded on a
field sheet. The results of these measurements from your community are provided on the following
pages. In addition to manual active layer measurements soil temperature, soil moisture, and air
temperature data are all recorded at the ALN site in the center of the grid. Each site is equipped with
two soil temperature and two soil moisture sensors. One soil temperature sensor and one soil moisture
sensor is placed just above the permafrost and the others are placed just below the soil surface. The
sensors collect data every 30 minutes. The air temperature sensor is placed on a tree or a wooden stake
and also collects data every 30 minutes. Each year this data is downloaded onto a laptop computer from the data
logger box which is also placed at the ALN grid.
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Results from manual measurements. The colors in each square represent how far from the surface the permafrost is, which is also the depth
of the active layer. The darker the color the deeper the active layer.
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Sensor Data
The data collected from soil and air sensors at this site is still being processed. Once that data has been processed this report will be updated and
posted on the YRITWC website.
Next Steps
The ALN project is designed to continue for decades as it can take years to see a definitive change in the depth to the active layer and permafrost
degradation. However, early analysis of the ALN and water-quality data suggests that we are seeing a relationship between a thawing active layer
and ground water. As the diagram below shows as the active layer deepens new paths for groundwater to flow through are created. This means that
more elements in the soil may be dissolved by the water traveling through new paths and these elements may be carried into the nearby streams such
as the Yukon River.
Path of groundwater
flowing into the stream

As the active layer gets
deeper, more and
deeper, paths for
groundwater to flow to
the stream are created.

Results from the water-quality and ALN projects suggest that we are seeing changes in this (?) signature on a yearly or decadal time scale. In Figure
4, chloride concentrations from the water-quality monitoring site in Eagle, Alaska are plotted with the (a) discharge of the YR as collected by a
USGS stream gage and (b) soil moisture collected by sensors installed at the ALN site in Eagle, AK. The chloride concentrations peak much later
than YR discharge (Figure 4a). In Figure 4b, chloride appears to be correlated with saturated deep soil moisture that suggests lateral flow and
transport from soil or ground water. While ALN sites seem to provide well suited explanatory data with respect to water chemistry they will also
provide valuable information to many of our communities that consistently have infrastructure or erosion problems related to AL dynamic’s.
The permafrost creates a
barrier the groundwater
cannot move through

As the figure above shows in figure a) the permafrost creates a barrier that groundwater cannot move through, this forces the groundwater to move
through shallow paths into the stream; in figure b) the active layer is deeper, which means the permafrost is further down and the groundwater can
move through more paths and deeper paths than before. New and deeper paths of groundwater flow can change the chemical composition of the
stream this groundwater is flowing into. The results of preliminary analysis at key ALN locations across the YRB suggest that we are seeing a
seasonal change in the chemical composition of the river due to seasonal changes in the depth of the active layer. In order to confirm these findings
the ALN and Water-quality monitoring must continue in the future at key locations so that we can collect more data to see if this trend continues into
the future.

